
XV Villa Samui - Type C

Offered for ฿7,900,000.00
https://changesamui.com/properties/ggnViyydr4gealhgHFB4/xv-villa-samui-type-c/ 

3 bedrooms 3 bathrooms 

XV Villas Koh Samui – Welcome to the Type C Garden Pool Villas at XV Villas Koh Samui, located in a picture-postcard area of Koh
Samui just an easy walk to Chaweng Beach. These 3-Bedroom villas for sale have been designed for ultimate comfort and luxury
ensconced within verdant tropical surroundings.
Designed by an experienced developer with a proven track record, the interiors open to an edgy modern open concept living space with
full kitchen comprised of sleek, flat paneled cabinetry, premium appliances, and tile walls with clear sight-lines over the dining room and
pool deck beyond. Tray ceilings, recessed lighting, ceiling fan, and designer touches make this layout a prime place for sophisticated
relaxation. Tucked quietly to the back of the villa is a private bedroom with bathroom conveniently around the corner. This level also
offers parking and a window-wrapped lookout with easy access to the deck and infinity edge pool. This alfresco delight offers a private,
resort-style experience to its residents and supreme hospitality to its guests, so go ahead, jump in, and indulge yourself in a refreshing
dip.
Upstairs, via the internal staircase, you will find a hallway that connects two ensuite bedrooms. The master suite benefits from access to
its own balcony. This private outdoor haven is embraced by the sight of the gorgeous outdoor pool and the lush landscapes beyond it,
where they dance in tandem to create a living work of art with a tranquil vibe. All throughout, the detailing of the villa’s interiors are so
precise and the employment of harmonious neutral and natural materials so generous that one can fully immerse themselves in the true
island experience.
The development benefits from a terrific location, an easy walk to Chaweng beach and other area amenities. XV Villas Koh Samui  is a
fully managed estate and a hassle free investment with great rental potential.
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